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BIO	421	Problem	Set	3		 	 	 	 	 Name									Key	
Due	Nov.	30	

	
1.	You	have	done	a	cross	to	determine	the	number	of	genes	involved	in	producing	the	petal	color	in	a	
plant	species.		Petal	color	varies	from	white	to	dark	blue	with	a	range	of	intermediates.		You	crossed	an	
individual	with	white	petals	with	an	individual	with	dark	blue	petals.		You	allowed	the	F1	to	interbreed,	
and	you	looked	at	the	petal	color	of	the	F2.		You	find	a	range	of	phenotypes,	going	from	white	to	dark	
blue.		Of	the	2,000	F2	you	examine,	7	have	white	petals	and	8	have	dark	blue	petals.		Approximately	how	
many	genes	(or	quantitative	trait	loci)	are	involved	in	producing	the	petal	color	phenotype?	
	
1/4n= fraction of individuals in either extreme phenotype, where n is the number of QTL involved. 
The fraction of progeny in the dark blue extreme = 8/2000 = 1/250 
1/44

 = 256, so there are 4 QTL involved in petal color 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
2.		You	have	been	studying	a	species	of	self	fertilizing	snail	and	find	that	the	size	of	the	shell	opening,	or	
aperture	fits	a	normal	curve	with	a	mean	of	200	mm	(see	figures	below).		You	decide	to	estimate	the	
heritability	of	aperture	size.		You	select	snails	with	an	aperture	of	182	mm	and	let	them	self	fertilize.		The	
offspring	have	apertures	that	average	185	mm.		What	is	the	heritability	(h2)	of	aperture	size	in	this	
species?	
	
	
 
Here, heritability is calculated as the response to selection 
divided by the selection. 
The selection is 182 – 200 = -18 
The response is 185 – 200 = -15 
Therefore, heritability = -15/-18 = 0.833 
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3.		You	are	mapping	resistance	to	a	new	pyrethroid	insecticide	in	Drosophila.		You	have	a	fly	strain	that	is	
resistant	and	a	strain	that	is	susceptible.		In	a	QTL	mapping	experiment	similar	to	that	of	James	Crow	
with	DDT	resistance	in	Drosophila,	you	have	markers	for	each	of	the	3	main	chromosomes,	2,	3,	and	X.		
You	find	the	following	results	shown	in	the	graph:	
	
Based	upon	the	graph,	please	determine	the	
minimum	number	of	QTL	that	contribute	to	
pyrethroid	resistance	in	this	experiment.		Explain	
why	you	came	to	this	conclusion.	
	
	
There is at least one QTL on the X chromosome, and 
at least one more QTL on chromosome 3. This 
is because there is an increase in resistance when one 
X chromosome from the resistant strain is in 
an otherwise susceptible background. The same can 
be said for Chromosome III.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
4.		The	Wittenburg	et	al.	paper	has	two	figures	(3	&	4),	which	have	LOD	scores	as	the	values	on	the	Y	
axis.		What	are	LOD	scores	and	what	do	they	tell	you	about	potential	QTL?		You	may	have	to	search	the	
internet	for	the	answer	
	
The LOD score is a measure of the likelihood that two traits (or a trait and a marker) will be inherited 
together (linkage). It compares the likelihood of linkage to the likelihood of obtaining the same data 
without linkage (by chance).  LOD scores tell you the likelihood that a QTL is nearby a SNP marker 
locus.
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5.		In	the	paper	by	Wittenburg	et	al.	(paper	12	on	the	lecture	
outline),	the	authors	were	studying	cholesterol	QTL	and	
completed	crosses	between	strain	P	with	I	and	D.		The	F2	were	
analyzed	for	their	cholesterol	levels.		The	graph	to	the	right	shows	
the	non-HDL	cholesterol	levels	of	the	F2.		The	arrows	below	the	
graph	show	the	levels	of	non-HDL	cholesterol	in	the	parental	
strains	P,	I,	and	D.		If	you	examine	the	data	from	the	P	x	I	cross,	
the	F2	show	much	more	extreme	non-HDL	levels	than	do	the	
parental	strains.		Why	do	the	F2	exhibit	both	greater	and	lesser	
levels	than	the	parental	strains. 
	
	
	
There are multiple QTL involved in cholesterol levels. The original strains did not have the most extreme 
phenotypes because they did not have either all possible additive alleles or all possible non‐additive 
alleles. The F2, on the other hand, likely had more (or fewer) additive alleles than the parental strains, 
giving them more extreme phenotypes than the parental strains.	
	
	
	
	
	
6. The	graphs	to	the	right	also	come	from	the	Wittenburg	et	al.	
paper.		Both	graphs	concern	the	same	site	on	Chr	16	(at	4cM).		The	
graph	on	the	left	(from	the	P	x	I	experiment)	indicates	a	strong	QTL,	
while	the	graph	on	the	right	(from	the	P	x	D	experiment)	does	not	
show	strong	evidence	of	a	QTL.		How	could	these	contradictory	
results	come	about?	
	
	
	
This is likely due to the fact that the alleles from the P and D strain 
at this QTL have the same effect on cholesterol level.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
7.	In	a	single	sentence,	describe	the	aim	of	the	paper	by	Argyris	et	al.	(2005)	that	is	assigned	for	Monday.	
 
The aim of the paper was to identify the QTL for seed germination and early seedling growth 
characteristics in RILs from a cross between lettuce and its close relative. 
	
	
	
	


